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Corrections Corporation of America
10 Burton Hills Blvd. • Nashville,TN 37215

 • 800-624-2931
http://www.correctionscorp.com

Leader of the private market in the USA, CCA has approximately 72,000 
beds and currently houses 55,000 inmates in 63 facilities under contract for 
management in 26 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Australia 
and the United Kingdom. TransCor America

Gatwick

SIGES

(2001) In Europe and in Australia, Sodexho provides services for a total of 17 
establishments. SIGES (Société d'investissement et de gestion des 
services), a branch of Sodexho, has invested in 8 prisons in France, including 5 
detention centers (Argentan, Châteauroux, Châteaudun, Neuvic, Uzerche) and 3 
jails (Bois d'Arçy, Chartres, Nanterre). Its contracts run from food services (its 
specialty, a market evaluated at 5.5 billion euros) to maintenance and security, by 
way of cleaning, teaching, employment, training, transportation, health care... 
SIGES today earns 1% of the Sodexho group's total turnover, i.e. 49 millions 
euros; but it estimates the market of 2,500,000 incarcerated persons in the 
Western countries to have a value of 45.6 billion euros. It takes part in each 
stage of the prisoner's incarceration, from condemnation onward: it employs 
prisoners, feeds them, furnishes them with canteen products, "cares" for them, 
washes their clothes, trains them, helps them return to society, surveys them...

UKDS (United Kingdom Detention Services)
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Sodexho Marriott Services (SMS)

prison-industrial complex
Group 4 have the biggest piece of the immigration pie, making millions out of the sufferings of migrants and refugees. They have just opened a new prison in 
Bloemfontein (South Africa), with spaces for 2,928 prisoners. It is believed that the next project, a new central prison for Lesotho, will be even bigger, with 3,500 
beds.
Premier Custodial Group manages five British prisons, plus a Secure Training Center for persistent young offenders. It has contracts for prison escort 
and court custody services, and runs two areas for the electronic monitoring of offenders in England and  Wales. Wackenhut, which describes itself as a world 
leader in this growing industry, has already won contracts to manage more than fifty prison, detention and mental health facilities in North America, Europe, 
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. 
Premier Detention Services have the contract for transporting dispersed asylum seekers throughout the UK and transporting detainees captured by 
'Immigration Snatch Squads' to detention centers and prisons. They also transport removees from prisons and detention centers to airports and ports.

The Wackenhut Corporation  boasts a yearly turnover of 2.2 billion USD, with a 23% increase in 1999; it controls 55% of the non-American market. For 
such companies, looking to grow beyond the United States, the bridgehead to penetrate the European market is naturally the United Kingdom. The trend to 
privatization is strongly influenced by the Adam Smith Institute and supported by the Home Affairs Committee since the latter conducted visits to the private 
American prisons, despite the protests from the Prison Officers Association, a few Labour MPs and organizations such as the Prison Reform Trust. Currently, 
some ten British prisons have been privatized, most often with the participation of an American company: the Agecroft prison is managed by the American firm 
Prison Realty Trust of Leavenworth, Kansas; the prisons of Doncaster, Lowdham Grange, Marchington, Medomsley and Pucklechurch in England, as well as the 
Kilmarnock in Scotland are run by the Wackenhut Corrections Corporation of Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, to name only a few cases.
http://wackenhut.com/

Dungavel 
        centre

The first Scottish immigration detention center run by Premier 
Custodial Group is the Dungavel center in South Lanarkshire.
Human Rights groups have several concerns about the inhumane 
barriers put up by Premier Detention Services when they attempt 
to visit, including the following:
1. Visitors are fingerprinted and photographed.
2. They cannot take mobile phones into the visiting area.
3. Refugees are not allowed to have mobile phones.
4. Visitors cannot give gifts of food or clothing to refugees.
5. There is no privacy for visitors or refugees. They do not have 
freedom of movement as every door is locked and security guards 
wander around like prison guards.

Premier Detention Services

Serco Group plc - Dolphin House
Windmill Road
Sunbury-on-Thames - Middlese, TW16 7HT United Kingdom
T: +44(0) 1932 755900 F: +44 (0) 20 8334 4301 E: generalenquiries@serco.com
Serco Group, Inc. - 20 E Clementon Rd
Suite 102 South - Gibbsboro, New Jersey 08026 USA 
 T: +1 856 346 8800 F: +1 856 346 8463 E: generalenquiries-na@serco.com
Serco Group Pty Limited- Level 10
90 Arthur Street - Sydney NSW 2060 Australia
T: +61 (0)2 9964 9733  F: +61 (0)2 9964 9924 E: generalenquiries-aspac@serco.com
http://www.serco.com
Serco has a joint venture with Wackenhut Corrections Corporation of the US called 
Premier Custodial Group (PCG), which, together with support from Serco 
Investments, has built and run several new prisons in the UK such as Lowdham 
Grange, Kilmarnock, Pucklechurch and Dovegate as well as the Medomsley Secure 
Training Centre. PCG is also able to tag and monitor offenders under curfew orders.

 Thurleight

Group 4 Falck and Amey Assets Services, a UK company, have signed a 
contract with the UK Immigration Service for the design, construction and 
management of a new immigration center at Thurleight near Bedford. The 
center will be built by Amey Asset Services and, following construction, will 
be managed by Group 4 Falck. The new contract strengthens the group’s 
position within public-private partnerships in the UK. Scheduled to open in 
April next year, the center will have facilities for 900 immigration applicants 
and will have 300 employees. 
The contract runs for a term of six years and involves annual turnover of 
218 million Danish Kroner (29.4 million euros). The contract can be 
extended. Group 4 Falck already operates two other immigration centres in 
the UK, one at Campsfield House and one at Oakington.

Campsfield 
       House

 Oakington

EuroGuard

group4falck

Premier Custodial Group
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 Division asile aux frontières (DAF)

judges whether an asylum request
    is "clearly unfounded"

The decision to keep someone in a waiting zone must be taken by "the chief of 
service of border control or by a functionary designated by him, possessing at least 
the rank of inspector." The same rules apply to decisions of refusal of entry to the 
territory. The decision to keep someone waiting most be written, with an 
explanation. It is inscribed in a register to which the Procureur de la République has 
access upon demand.
Persons can be kept waiting for a maximum duration of forty-eight hours, once 
renewable under the same conditions.  After four days, the waiting period can only 
be prolonged, for a maximum of eight days, by order of the president of the Tribunal 
de Grande Instance.
The Office des Migrations Internationales is present in the waiting zone, at the Roissy 
and Orly airports, by the intermediary of one or more agents whose role is to bring 
humanitarian aid to waiting foreigners. Access to the waiting zone by the HCR 
delegate or his representatives is dependent on an individual agreement delivered for 
a period of one year by the Minister of the Interior, after consultation with the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

CIREFI

Center for Information, Discussion and Exchange on 
the crossing of Frontiers and Immigration, advisory 
board to the Council of the European Union. An early 
warning system on clandestine immigration and on 
border-crossing networks was recently instituted to 
inform the competent authorities.

Juxtaposed National Customs Control Offices have been installed on 
the Franco-German border. This arrangement officializes three already 
existing structures (Strasbourg–Pont-de-l’Europe, Sarrebrück, 
Ottmarsheim/Neuenburg) and creates a fourth (Lauterbourg/Bienwald). The 
police station of Pont-de-l’Europe, in Strasbourg, includes officers from the 
Police de l'Air et des Frontières (PAF) and police from the 
Bundesgrenzschutz (B.G.S.), i.e. the federal border police.

The Franco-Spanish agreement of June 3, 1996, officialized the existing 
police station of Perthus/La Junquera and created three new shared stations: 
Pont-du-Roy/Melles, Biriatou/Irun et Canfranc/Urdos.

The cooperation centers for police and 
customs (C.C.P.D.) organize, on the French side, 
the participation and shared competence of the 
national police, the national gendarmerie, and 
customs officials. The centers are at the disposal of 
all the services responsible for police and customs 
missions, particularly in order to fight against 
"illegal immigration, border delinquancy, threats to 
public order and illicit trafficking." A cooperation 
agreement was also signed on October 3, 1997, 
with Italy, in view of the creation of two 
cooperation centers: the first at Vintimille, in place 
of the current shared station, the second at 
Modane train station on French territory. The 
opening of these two Franco-Italian cooperation 
centers should not lead to the closure of the 
Juxtaposed National Customs Control Offices at 
Ventimille-autoroute, because the latter help 
repress certain kinds of smuggling (cigarettes, 
drugs, counterfeit goods) as well as clandestine 
immigration.

The agents of the PAF (police of the air and frontiers) number 7000 
persons for the surveilance of all borders; 240 functionaries are devoted to 
the surveillance of the Franco-German border. But it is true that the 
gendarmerie and the customs department also participate in surveillance of 
the border area.
In France, migratory pressure is felt above all in the ports with high levels of 
passenger traffic:  Marseilles and Calais. The PAF refuses admission to 
clandestines and requires their immediate return whenever possible. The law 
of July 6, 1992, instituted waiting zones in all ports, airports and train 
stations, which allow clandestines to be detained the time necessary to 
obtain documents for their transportation to the border.

 ministère de l'Intérieur

The example of the reinforcement of the German 
police forces charged with border control (the 
B.G.S.) in the border zone with France is revealing: 
the increase in the number of officers dealing with 
immigration and border controls has allowed for 
exponential growh (+85% in 1997) in the return of 
unauthorized foreigners to France, at the shared 
police station in Strasbourg. Overall, according to 
the official statistics, Germany assigns 20,000 police 
functionaries to missions of border and 
immigration control. 12,100 are assigned to land 
borders, 5100 to aerial borders and 2800 to 
maritime borders.  These figures include the B.G.S. 
and other corps, such as the Bavarian police, for 
example. The exterior border with Poland and the 
Czech Republic is watched by 6200 functionaries, 
while1000 are deployed along the interior borders, 
including some 500 at the border with France.

Beginning in 1996, the Schengen States decided to co-organize surveillance 
operations covering the itineraries of stolen vehicles, drug trafficking and 
clandestine immigration. Such surveillance programs, dubbed  High Impact 
Opérations (HIO), were conducted in 1997 and 1998, and involved 
cooperation between national security services and even Europol.

 Calais

Belgium
Open centers
Federal centers (Ministry of Social Affairs, of Public Health and of 
the Environment)
l   Le Petit-Château (capacity: 640)  Negende Linielaan 27, 1000 Brussel  
02/250.05.11
l   Arlon (80) Caserne Léopold, bloc D, rue Godefroid Kurth 2, 6700 Arlon  
063/24.26.40
l   Bevingen (423) Montenakenweg 145, 3800 Bevingen  011/69.75.00 
l   Ekeren (100) Laar 140, 2180 Ekeren  03/640.34.70
l  Florennes (350) rue de Rohan Chabot 120, 5620 Florennes  
071/68.11.00 
l   Jumet (180) parc industriel, 2ème rue 24, 6040 Charleroi  071/34.90.80 
l   Kapellen (450) Kazerneweg 14, 2950 Kapellen  03/660.19.00 
l  Morlanwelz (180) chaussée de Mariemont 92, 7140 Morlanwelz  
064/23.96.40
l   Rixensart (160) rue du Plagniau 1, 1330 Rixensart  02/665.10.20 
l   Sugny (75) voies de Bohan 245, 5550 Sugny  061/50.81.24 
l   Sint-Truiden (423)
l   Sint Pieter Wolume (120)
l   Virton (75) rue Croix le Maire 9, 6760 Virton  063/58.98.90 
l   Westende (300) Vakantiestraat1,8434 Westende 058/23.03.60
l  Wommelgem (150) Herentalse Baan 872, 2160 Wommelgem  
03/355.34.70
l   Neder-Over-Heembeek (70) et Woluwe Saint-Pierre (120) are 
urgent accomodation centers for 1 night, for asylum seeks who have been 
directly assigned to a CPAS. 

Red Cross Centers
– Wallonia
l   Fraipont (280)
l   Hastière (75)
l   Nonceveux (243)
l   Rendeux (150) 
l   Yvoir (360)
– Flanders
l   Alsemberg (150) 
l   Anvers Linkeroever (195)
l   Bruges (60)
l   Le Foyer (24)
l   Deinze (55)
l   Foyer Selah (86)
l   Lanaken (180)
l   Lint (115)
l   Menen (70)
l   Steenokkerzeel (40)
l   Overpelt (102)
l   Sint Niklaas (150) 
l   Wingene (100)

Mutualités Socialistes: Erezée (48)
l   Overlegcentrum voor integratie van vluchtelingen: OCIV (300)
l   Coordination et Initiatives pour Réfugiés et Etrangers: CIRE 
(600)

Closed Centers
Ministry of the Interior
l   The closed centers of Merksplas, Vottem and Bruges are reserved 
for illegals and those who have lost refugee status. 
l   Transit center 127 in Melsbroek (capacity: 80). Those requesting 
asylum at the airport are lodged in Center 127. The decision whether they 
are granted access to the territority (examen de recevabilité) is made here. 
l   Center 127bis in Steenokkerzeel (capacity: 192). This is a removal 
center for those from the four other closed centers who await repatriation. 

Italy
Centers of administrative retention
l   Brunelleschi, Torino
l   Arcangelo Corelli, Milan (closed in January 2001)
l   Ponte Galeria , Rome
l   Badessa et Medelugno, Lecce
l   Serraino Vulpitta ,Trapani
l   Francavilla Fontana, Brindisi
l   Catania (shut for restructuring work)
l   Imerese, Palermo
l   Ragusa and Lamezia Terme, Catanzaro

Establishments run by the Ministry of the Interior 
l   Temporary lodging and assistance centers for foreigners, in 
Francavilla Fontana, Rome; 
l   Ponte Galeria (Rome) and San Foca 
l   Railway police station, Florence 
l   Border police station, International airport of Rome-Fiumicino 
l   Police headquarters of Bari, Bologna, Florence and Rome 

United Kingdom
Detention centers
l   Campsfield (capacity: 184)
l   Harmondsworth (550) under construction
l   Oakington (400)
l   Tinsley (150)
l   Yarl's Wood (900) under construction
l   Queen's Building (Healthrow) (15)
l   Manchester Airport (16)
l   Lonport (Eurotunnel Dover) (8)
l   Yarls Wood Detention Centre, Harmondsworth has again become 
the biggest detention center in Britain
l   Harmondsworth Detention Centre - Colnbrook Bypass  (A4 north 
of Heathrow), Longford - West Drayton, Middlesex  UB7 0HB l  Buses U3, 
H30, 74,75,76 buses from Heathrow or 81 from Hounslow West tube.

italy

Germany
Brandenburg
l   Central police station, Bonnaskenplatz 2-3, Cottbus 
l   Detention center for foreigners, Eisenhüttenstadt 
l   Federal border police station, Guben 
Hesse
l   Frankfurt Airport
l   Central police station, Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 11, Frankfurt/Main
l   Police detention center, Klapperfeldgasse, Frankfurt/Main
l   Police station 4, central train station, Frankfurt/Main
l   Federal border police station, central train station, Frankfurt/Main
North Rhine-Westphalia
l   Detention center for foreigners, Büren

France
 
Centers of administrative retention reserved for 
foreigners without valid papers awaiting expulsion (run 
by the Ministries of Defense or the Interior). 
All ports and airports potentially have a waiting zone. The list below 
therefore includes only long-term retention centers established by 
ministerial decision. Retention zones can be designated by decree of 
the prefect, anywhere and at any time (examples: hotel rooms, police 
stations, city halls...). 

Run by the Ministry of the Interior
l   Retention center of Douvres
l   Coquelles (closed)
l   Palaiseau (projected) struggle underway against opening
l   Choisy le Roi (Val de Marne)
l   Retention center of Sète
13 quai François Maillol - 34200 Sète
l   Retention center of Paris-Vincennes
Ecole Nationale de Police de Paris
Av de joinville - 75012 Paris, tel 01 43 53 79 00
l   Retention center of Marseille Arenc
Hangar 3- Port 2, Port autonome - 13002 Marseille, tel 02 91 39 98 00
l   Moulins
l   Bobigny
l   Police station and center of administrative retention, avenue Paul 
Vaillant Couturier, Bordeaux 8
l   Hendaye
l   Retention center of Lille Lesquin
Rue de la Dreve, 59810 LESQUIN, tel 03 20 87 56 70 (21 places)
l   Retention center of Lyon St Exupery
BP 106 Zone fret, 69125 LYON aeroport St Exupery, teL 04 72 22 70 49 
(capacity: 54)
l  Hôtel de Police, Direction Départementale de la Sécurité 
Publique, Rue Marius Berliet, 8e arrondissement, Lyon
l   Police station, avenue Georges Dimitrov, Vaulx en Velin
Pantin
l   Police station, rue Eugène et Marie-Louise Cornet
Paris
l   Retention center of Paris, Palais de Justice
3 quai de l'horloge - 75001 Paris, tel 01 40 51 09 60
l   Dépôt de la Préfecture de Police de Paris (including a center of 
administrative retention), quai de l'Horloge, 1er arrondissement (*)
l   Nanterre
l   Retention center of Nantes
Hotel de Police, Place Waldeck Rousseau - 44000 NANTES
tel 02 40 37 22 68 (10 places)
l   Retention center of Nice
Caserne Auvarre - 28 rue de Roquebiliére 06300, tel 04 93 92 62 22 
(capacity: 72)
l   Rouen
l   Retention center of Toulouse
38 chemin de Prat Long - 31000 TOULOUSE, tel 06 61 71 63 89 (25 
places)
l   Versailles
l   Le Morne-Vergain Les Abymes (Guadeloupe)
l   Cayenne (Guyana)
l   Le Chaudron (La Réunion)
l   Le Lamentin (Martinique)
Retention center of Bordeaux
Main police station, 87 rue de l'abbé de l'Epée - 33000 Bordeaux
tel 05 56 44 09 35
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Sweden
detention centers
l   Balkova detention center

Australia
Immigration Detention Centers (IDCs) in Australia
l   Woomera, in the Australian desert, 500 km north of Adelaide. A center 
that has successively served as a military outpost, a rocket launching pad and 
a communications center between NASA and its astronauts on the moon. 
Over 40 degrees Celsius in the shade. A camp surrounded with barbed wire, 
holding around 800 prisoners who came mainly from Iran, Pakistan and 
Afghanistan to seek asylum in Australia. The Woomera center is the largest 
and most inaccessible of the six detention centers for immigrants to 
Australia. Several times, the establishment has been struck by riots, hunger 
strikes and self-mutiliations by the detainees. The majority must wait for 
over two years of forced detention before receiving an answer to their 
asylum request. Detainees have to work to pay the bare minumum: 10 hours 
of work are paid 8 "points," a tiny bottle of shampoo costs 4 points. 
Children are born here, while others grow up behind a fence. Woomera is 
one camp of six, which together  hold a total of over 3000 prisoners. For 10 
years, Australia has been the only country in the world to practice 
compulsory detention for asylum seekers.

Finland
detention centers
l   Vainikkala After thousands of refugees from Somalia came to Vainikkala 
during a short period of time in 1990, the Finnish officials have with the help 
of unofficial agreements succeeded in getting the Russian border officials to 
ensure that no one enters into Finland without a Finnish visa. The paranoid 
machinery built by the Soviet Union has therefore been harnessed for the 
use of the racist refugee policy of the European Union. The cooperation is 
important for the officials because according to the international refugee 
agreements any refugee at the Finnish border has a right to apply for asylum, 
so it is necessary to take care that no refugee can get out of Russia. During 
recent years Finland has systematically refused to allow visas for Chechens 
or any other Caucasians. This is against the spirit of the Geneva refugee 
agreement: no one should be prevented from entering a country on the 
basis that there is a possibility of this person applying for asylum.

fin
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France (continued)
Run by the Gendarmerie (Defense Ministry)
l   Retention center of Le Mesnil Amelot
Rue Périchet - 77990 LE MESNIL AMELOT, tel 01 48 16 13 72 (capacity: 
102)
l   Retention center of Rivesaltes, route d'Opoul - 66600 RIVESALTES
tel 04 68 64 48 37 (capacity: 102) 
l   Retention center of Strasbourg Geispolsheim
Fort Lefèvre, rue du fort - 67400 Geilposheim-gare tel 03 88 66 11 83 
(capacity: 102).

WAITING ZONES 
(ZAPI: zone d'attente des personnes en instance)
l   ZAPI 3, airport Roissy-Charles-de-Gaulle
lodging zones 
l   ZAPI 2, Hotel Ibis, Roissy-Charles-de-Gaulle
l   ZAPI 3, Hotel Ibis, Roissy-Charles-de-Gaulle
l   airport 1 (satellite 7), 2A, 2B, 2F, Roissy-Charles-de-Gaulle
l   ZAPI 2, Hotel Ibis, Orly
l   ZAPI 3, Hotel Ibis, Orly
l   airport 1 (satellite 7), 2A, 2B, 2F, Orly

OTHERS
l   Croix-Rouge de Sangatte (Pas-de-Calais)

le Marrakech

 hôtel ibis 
       Roissy

Two floors of the Hôtel Ibis in Roissy were rented to form a "retention 
center," as well as a number of rooms in the hotel at Orly. The rent for the 
two floors in Roissy came to 1.6 million francs per month. Via its 
construction branch, Accor was the builder of the new waiting zone, ZAPI 
3. The Accor company uses Carlson Wagon lits to reserve seats in planes 
and trains for the expulsion of sans-papiers.
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Alternative Monitoring Services furnishes global 
positioning services for delinquants:  
http://www.generalsecurityservice.com/government/a
ms.htm

BI Incorporated 6400 Lookout Road 
Boulder, CO 80301 voice: (303)218-1000 
fax: (303)218-1250
Corporate Headquarters
BI Incorporated
6400 Lookout Road
Boulder, CO 80301
(800)241-2911 - (toll free)
(303)218-1000 - (phone)
(303)218-1250 - (fax)
http://www.bi.com/
BI Incorporated's Biometric Systems 
provide electronic monitoring equipment and 
services. Voice verification, remote alcohol 
testing devices designed for mobile offender 
populations in local communities. Well received 
in community corrections.

The BI 9000™ Series 
Keeping Watch Over Curfew Compliance 
As America's prison population grows, 
corrections agencies are focusing on 
community-based sanctions. Today, 
approximately 70% of offenders reside within 
the community. To manage this growing 
population, criminal justice professionals need a 
reliable monitoring system. The BI 9000 Home 
Escort Series™ is designed to help agencies 
with this task.

HomeGuard™ 200 Today, approximately 
seven out of ten offenders are not behind bars, 
but reside within our neighborhoods. Criminal 
justice professionals have an increasing need 
for reliable and effective sanctions for offenders 
released into the community. In response to 
this need, BI presents HomeGuard™ 200, the 
most advanced radio frequency monitoring 
system available.

CORNELL 
CORRECTIONS

manages 55 correctional 
institu-tions for youth or 
adults, in 12 different states.
http://www.cornellcorrectio

PRISON 
REALTY 
TRUST

PRISON REALTY 
TRUST 
http://www.prisonreit.
com
Management of 50 prison 
installations in the United 
States and the UK.
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Wackenhut Corporation

 Cambridgeshire 

Yarl's Wood

near Bedford, UK

Great Gransden, UK

 Tinsley House

Gatwick airport, UK

20 miles south 
of Glasgow
Lanarkshire, UK

Centers of administrative retention, UK
CAMPSFIELD HOUSE REMOVAL CENTRE, OXFORD (Group 
Four)
Langford Lane, Kidlington, Oxfordshire, OX5 I RE 
Tel: 01865 377712 - Fax: 01865 377723

DOVER REMOVAL CENTRE (Prison Service)
The Citadel, Western Heights, Dover CT17 9DR
Tel  01304 203848 - FAX: 01304 215165

DUNGAVEL REMOVAL CENTRE (Premier Detention Services)
Dungavel nr Strathaven, South Lanarkshire, ML10 6RF
Tel: 01357 440570 - Fax: 01698 395076

HARMONDSWORTH REMOVAL CENTRE, (United Kingdom 
Detention Services)
Colnbrook Bypass, Longford, W Drayton, Mddx. UB7 0HB
Tel: 020 8283 3850 - Fax: 020 8283 3851

HASLAR REMOVAL CENTRE (Prison Service)
Dolphin Way, Gosport, PO12 2AW 
Tel: 023 9258 0381 - Fax: 023 9251 0226

LINDHOLME REMOVAL CENTRE (Prison Service)
Bawtry Road, Hattield Woodhouse, Doncaster, DN7 6EE 
Tel: 01302 848666 - Fax: 01302 848620

OAKINGTON RECEPTION CENTRE (Group 4)
Longstanton, Cambridgeshire CB4 4EJ
Tel: 01954 783000

TINSLEY HOUSE REMOVAL CENTRE, GATWICK (Wakenhut) 
Tinsley House, Perimeter Road South, Gatwick Airport, Surrey. RH6 0PQ 
Tel: 01293434800 - Fax: 01293 423221

YARL’S WOOD REMOVAL CENTRE BEDFORD (Group Four)
Twinwood Road, Clapham, Bedfordshire MK41 6HL

BI Inc. 

general
security
service

Sodexho 
Alliance (SA)
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Corporation 
of America

the Manhattan
           Institute

52 Vanderbilt Avenue, 2nd Floor
New York, N.Y. 10017

http://www.manhattan-institute.org/

The Manhattan Institute, whose founding director was James Casey (future head of the 
CIA under Reagan), was created with the funds of JP Morgan/Chase Manhattan (David 
Rockefeller) and of the pharmaceutical firms (Pfizer andLilly) directly connected to Rockefeller 
and Bush senior, plus Time Warner, American Express, etc. Loïc Wacquant recalls that this 
institute lies at the origin of the American "prison-industrial complex" (now gaining a following 
in Europe). It also promotes the reduction of birthrates in poor countries.

Negative Population Growth
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., 
Suite 101 • Washington, 
DC 20036 • 202-667-8950 • 
202-667-8953 (fax) • 
npg@npg.org
http://www.npg.org

Planned Parenthood of America 
PPA is the mother society (founded in 1942) of all the sex-eduation groups in the world. The ideas of Margaret 
Sanger, its founder, have been adopted by organizations such as the  Population Council, founded in New York in 
1952, or the International Planned Parenthood Federation, established in Bombay the same year. These different 
organizations have received the support of the Rockefeller, Ford, and Carnegie foundations, etc., which have 
wholeheartedly adopted Mrs. Sanger's elitist and eugenicist vision.
www.plannedparenthood.org/

eugenics – zero population growth

Planned Parenthood 
of America

Negative Population 
Growth

The Population 
Council

Norplant® is the registered trademark of the Population Council for 
levonorgestrel implants. Norplant® was developed by embryologist Sheldon 
Segal of the Rockefeller Foundation.
Haiti. According to the British Broadcasting Corporation's Horizon 
television show "The Human Laboratory" of November 7, 1995, the United 
States has a long and dishonorable history of using Haitian women as 
guinea-pigs for the testing of new contraceptives. USAID carried out 
Norplant testing in Cité Soleil, one of the poorest communities in Haiti. 
Norplant insertions were done without the informed consent of the women 
concerned. Norplant removals were denied or delayed, even to women who 
suffered extremely severe side effects such as bleeding extensive enough to 
cause anemia or paralyzing headaches. Women who complained were 
verbally abused by clinic personnel. Complications were not recorded, in 
what the BBC suggested was an effort to ensure a positive outcome for the 
drug trial. Such blatant violations of human rights not only hurts poor 
women, it helps to ensure that all future USAID-funded programs will be 
viewed with a jaundiced eye. 
Norplant implants are a contraceptive method with long-term effects. They 
consist in 6 plastic capsules the size of match heads. A qualified doctor or 
nurse places the implants beneath the skin of your forearm, performing a 
very small incision. The capsules can then remain in your arm for a maximum 
of six years.
The Norplant had had rising success since its introduction in Indonesia: 
more than 5% of married women of childbearing age use them today. The 
subcutaneous Norplant implants were introduced into Madagascar to 
reinforce the national family planning program. They were commercialized in 
Finland in 1983. They are used in Tibet. The implants (Norplant) or injections 
(Depo-Provera) release progestins  into the organism for many months, 
sometimes with serious side-effects (blindness, bleeding, obesity, acne, skin 
decoloration, bloodclots, scars).
The Norplant was tested in the Third World from 1972 onward (Haiti, 
Brazil, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Jamaica, Chili, Dominican Republic). The BBC's 
1995 documentary exposes the non-professional, illegal way that the clinical 
tests were conducted in Bangladesh. Women testify to serious side-effects 
and declare that they were not warned of the experimental nature of the 
Norplant, or of its possible risks; moreover, their requests for removal of the 
product were refused. The Population Council owns the licence for the 
product, which was developed by Sheldon Segal of the Rockefeller 
Foundation. The Norplant was only approved in the United States in late 
1990. It is produced by Wyeth-Ayerst. It is estimated that 2.5 million women 
have received implants. In the U.S. today there are some 50,000 legal cases 
against the producer for side effects. The Norplant is recommended by its 
promoters for women "from developing countries" or women affected by 
"puerility" or "mental imbalance."

United States Agency for 
International Development USAID) United States Agency for International Development

http://www.usaid.gov
"These agencies (USAID, Population Council, Rockefeller and Ford Foundation, UNFPA, WHO and various 
pharmaceutical agencies) are attempting to set the agenda for women's movements and organizations by co-
opting their language to legitimize population-control policies. Although this co-optation played a very divisive 
role and confuses issues, many women around the world are resisting this." (Declaration of People's 
Perspectives on "Population" symposium, Bangladesh, December 12-15, 1993). The mainstream agencies are 
very clear why they want the number of people reduced in the South and why they must close down or have 
restrictions on the international borders. It is a security question for them, not a women's question. Therefore, 
making it an issue for demanding rights of women for deciding about reproduction, for having access to 
contraceptives, needs to be discussed outside the boundaries of UNFPA, Population Council, Rockefeller 
Foundations, etc. Women's questions must be discussed outside the paradigm of racism and militarization. That 
is, outside the paradigm of population control. 

ROCKEFELLER 
FOUNDATION
420 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10018
USA
Tel.: (212) 869-8500

International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) 
Regent's College
Inner Circle, Regent's Park
London NW1 4NS
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7487 7900
Fax: +44 (0)20 7487 7950

American Society of 
Human Genetics

International Planned 
Parenthood Federation (IPPF)

American Society of Human Genetics 
http://www.faseb.org
The American Society of Human Genetics 
Administrative office 
9650 Rockville Pike 
Bethesda, Maryland 20814-3998 
Toll Free: 1-866-HUMGENE (1-866-486-4363) 
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 Office of Science and Technology (OS&T)

 Office of Law Enforcement Technology Commercialization (OLETC)

 Office of Law Enforcement Standards (OLES)

 Border Research and Technology Center (BRTC)

Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Advisory Council (LECTAC)

 National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center (NLECTC)

Office of Science and Technology (OS&T)
The mission of the Office of Science and Technology (OS&T) is to furnish federal, state and 
local penitentiary and law-enforcement agencies access to the best available technologies 
and to help them improve their skills and efficiency in all aspects of the criminal justice 
system, while avoiding the unnecessary duplication of programs. The OS&T is a central 
organ for the development of norms, experimentation and evaluation, and distribution of 
information on law-enforcement technologies and equipment. The National Law 
Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center (NLECTC) is an OS&T program that 
supplies professionals of the criminal justice system (law enforcement, penitentiary 
establishments and courts) with information on technologies, directives and norms for their 
use, experimental data, and scientific and technical support for deployment. The 
organization of the NLECTC includes a national center in Rockville, Maryland, as well as 
four regional centers and four specialized offices.
l  The Office of Law Enforcement Technology Commercialization (OLETC): 
created as recently as 1995, its mission is to develop a national program to promote the 
commercialization of technological innovations used by law-enforcement and penitentiary 
agencies. The objective of the OLETC is to allow researchers and private enterprises to 
meet in order to make affordable, market-oriented technologies available to the relevant 
agencies. The OLETC actively sollicits private companies for the commercialization of 
technologies based on the needs identified by the National Institute of Justice.
l  The Office of Law Enforcement Standards (OLES), established in 1971 by a 
Memorandum of Understanding between the departments of Commerce and Justice. Its 
essential mission is to define minimum norms of performance and technical reports.
l  The Border Research and Technology Center (BRTC) works on the development 
of technologies adapted for use by immigration, border surveillance and anti-drug forces 
(for example, systems for the detection of presence, or the SENTRI system – Secured 
Electronic Network for Travelers’ Rapid Inspection).
l  The Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Advisory Council 
(LECTAC) is the counselling organ of the NLECTC created to identify technological 
needs and equipment for law enforcement and penitentiary establishments. The 
technologies are developed jointly, for military and civilian ends, by the Department of 
Defense oand the National Institute of Justice, within the framework of the "Joint Program 
Steering Group" (JPSG) which associates the DoD and the DoJ since 1994.  They include 
the priority projects identified by the LECTAC and developed within the framework of the 
NLECTC's "Less-Than-Lethal-Technologies" program. The technologies are developed by 
private companies operating with grants from the NIJ.

STUN TECH 
Inc.

REACT, or the "Stun Belt"  
REACT (Remote Electronically Activated Control Technology), also known as the "Stun 
Belt," is a product of STUN TECH Inc., of Cleveland, Ohio. It is a belt worn at the waist and 
equipped with two electrodes at the level of the left kidney. Using a remote control with a range of 
approximately 90 meters, the guard can inflict on the prisoner electric discharges of 50,000 volts for 
a duration of 8 seconds. When the device is activated, it cannot be stopped (the full 8-second period 
cannot be reduced). The low amperage (3 or 4 milliamps) ensures, in principle, the avoidance of 
fatality. STUN TECH offers two versions: the High Security Transport Belt (HSTB), used for the 
transportation of dangerous prisoners and as a complement to more classical instruments of 
retention (handcuffs, chains), and the Minimal Security Belt (MSB), used particularly for the 
appearance of prisoners before the courts. STUN TECH claims to have sold 1400 belts in the 
United States and to dominate 90% of the American market. The NOVA Products firm of 
Cookeville, Tennessee, is number 2 in the market, with its product RACC (Remote Activated 
Custody Control).
In the Old Parish Prison in New Orleans, Louisiana, the Stun Belt is systematically affixed to all 
prisoners with the HIV virus, who are additionally relegated to a high-security quarter, whatever 
their level of aggressiveness. In El Paso county, Colorado, the Sheriff considers the Stun Belt as a 
"level 1 device," like handcuffs. 

MACE SECURITY 
INC

TG GUARD ® System
MACE SECURITY INC. sells a device for the release of incapacitating gas, destined for use in 
prisons. The TG GUARD ® System is composed of a network of jets distributed throughout the 
prison (comparable to the automatic sprinklers installed in the ceiling in case of fire) and controlled 
electronically from a console situated in an observation room. When a security officer observes 
trouble in a prison zone – whether from a window or through a CCTV video network – he can use 
his control panel to almost automatically command the dispersal of an incapacitating chemical agent 
such as tear gas into the desired zone. An added colorant can be mixed with the chemical agent to 
mark the troublemakers for later identification.

SARA

Unidirection Infrasound Acoustic Weapon
SARA(Scientific Applications and Research Associates) 
http://www.sara.com/
The human ear responds to a range of frequencies between 20 and 20,000 hertz. The research on 
acoustic weapons deals with infrasounds, i.e. frequencies below the threshold of audibility for human 
beings. Researchers estimate that vibrations of very low frequency – an infrasound of around 16 
hertz, but of very high intensity – could cause nausea, disorientation, disturbances of vision, or even 
internal lesions, with effects from temporary discomfort to death, in extreme cases. One must 
nonetheless observe that such devices have long been rendered impossible by unresolvable technical 
problems. The size of a loudspeaker is proportional to the intensity of the sound to be produced, and 
inversely proportional to the frequency of the sound. The effects sought in the domain of non-lethal 
weapons, using intense infrasound, would therefore require immense loudspeakers consuming large 
quantitites of energy. This problem has recently been overcome by the American Technology Corp. of 
San Diego, California, which, in cooperation with the Naval Post Graduate School in Monterey, 
California, has just developed a technique of sound generation dubbed Hypersonic Sound, which uses 
the air as a resonating surface in place of a louspeaker with a vibrating membrane. The process 
consists in generating two ultrasounds of slightly different frequencies (200,000 and 200,150 hertz, for 
example). These two signals, inaudible for the human ear, combine to create two additional signals, one 
with a frequency equal to the sum of the frequencies of the two original signals, the other equal to 
the difference of the two originals (which, in our example, would gives frequencies of 400,150 et 150 
hertz). While the high-frequency signal rapidly dissipates in the atmosphere, the low-frequency signal 
persists and can be directed precisely toward a group of individuals.

political prisoners - France (partial list)
(Basque national liberation movement)
63 prisoners 

Communist Party of Spain (Reconstituted) - PCE(r)
ELIPE LOPEZ Jose Luis, member of the PCE(r) - prison of Fleury Merogis, n° 
d'écrou 297698.
GOMEZ MENDEZ Maria Victoria, member of the PCE(r) - prison of Fresnes, n° 
d'écrou 893391C 15Y.
LLAQUET Isabel, member of the PCE(r) - prison of Fleury-Merogis, n° d'écrou 
35347 W.
LLOBREGAT Maria Rosario, member of the PCE(r) - prison of Fleury-Merogis, n° 
d'écrou 35348X Cellule 26 Bat. 5R.
PENA QUESADA José Antonio, member of the PCE(r) - prison of Fleury 
Merogis, n°d'écrou 297707V Cellule G230 Bat. D1.
PEREZ MARTINEZ Manuel "Arenas", general secretary of the PCE(r) - prison of 
Fresnes, n° d'écrou 893329-092 1er D.
Revolutionary People's Liberation Party/Front (DHKP/C)
Erdogan ÇAKIR M.A., Ecrou 276184 A/217, 42 Rue de la Santé, 75014 Paris
(Corsican Liberation Movement)
??
(Liberation Movement of Brittany)
8 prisonniers 
(Action Directe)
 AUBRON Joëlle (Action Directe) : prison of Bapaume (France). Numéro d'écrou 
: 2174 p n 111
CIPRIANI Georges (Action Directe) : psychiatric hospital of Sarreguemines 
(Centre hospitalier spécialisé, 1 rue Calmette, BP 629, 57206 Sarreguemines).
MÉNIGON Nathalie (Action Directe) : prison of Bapaume (France). Numéro 
d'écrou : 2173 J
ROUILLAN Jean-Marc(Action Directe) : prison of Arles. Numéro d'écrou 830 B1 
329
Affiche Rouge
FREROT Max (AF) : prison of Arles.
OLIVIER André (Affiche Rouge) : prison of Ensisheim. Nunéro d'écrou 4799-1239
Lebanese Armed Liberation Forces - FARL
ABDALLAH Georges Ibrahim - prison of Moulin.
Francs Tireurs Partisans - FTP
Yves Peirat, écrou 5591C - Bat A cell 151 - CD de salon, BP 369, 13668 Salon de 
Provence cedex
Groupes de Résistance Anti-fasciste du Premier Octobre -GRAPO
SILVA SANDE Fernando  - prison of Fleury-Mérogis (France), n° d'écrou 
300282U-2G243.

political prisoners - United Kingdom (partial list)

Animal Liberation Front - ALF
??
Irish National Liberation Movement
??
Anarchists
Mark Barnsley WA2897, HMP Whitemoor, Longhill Road, March, Cambs, PE17 
OPR, England
John Perotti Defence Fund -c/o 29 Sterlochy Street, Findochty, Buckie, Banffshire, 
AB56 4PQ, (Scotland)
INLA
??
CIRA
??
Anti-fascist
Wayne Heaton, GK 7292, H.M.Prison, Preston PR1 5AB England

political prisoners - Switzerland (partial list)
Anarchist
MARCO CAMENISH c/o BEZIRKSANWALTSCHAFT, fur den Kanton Zurich, 
Molkenstr. 15/17, P'fach - 8026 ZURICH

political prisoners - Netherlands (partial list)
Anti-fascist
Juan Ramon Rodriguez Fernandez - P/a PI Nieuw Vosseveld 
Lunettenlaan 501  - 5263 NT Vught, Netherlands
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political prisoners - Italy (partial list)

GHIRINGHELLI Marcello, member of RB - prison of San Vittore (Italy)
GHIRARDI Bruno, member of the COLP - prison of Opera (Italy).
Member(s) of the Red Brigades for the construction of a Combative Communist 
Party - RB-CCP - Detained at the prison of Biella (Italy)

political prisoners - Belgium (partial list)
Animal Liberation Front - ALF
Geert Weagemans and Anja Hermans 
Cellules Communistes Combattantes - CCC
CARETTE Pierre, detained at the prison of Leuven (Belgium)

political prisoners - Germany (partial list)
Revolutionary Cells - RZ 
??
Red Army Fraction - RAF 
Eva Haule, since 1986, Address: Kreuzöckerstr. 4, 60435 Frankfurt
Birgit Hogefeld, since 1993, also in Kreuzöckerstr. 4, 60435 Frankfurt
Christian Klar, since 1982, Address: Schönbornstr. 32, 76646 Bruchsal
Brigitte Mohnhaupt, since 1982, Address: Münchner Str. 33, 86551 Aichach
Rolf Clemens Wagner, since 1982, Address: Paradeplatz 5, 34613 Schwalmstadt

Anti-fascist
Thomas Meyer Falk, since 1996, Address: Schönbornstr. 32, 76646 Bruchsal

Unemployed person
Werner Brauner

Revolutionary People's Liberation Party/Front (DHKP/C)
Ilhan Yelkuvan, Anstalt 2, Am Hasenberge 26, 22335 Hamburg
Nuri ERYÜKSE, JVA Bochum Pflegeabteilung, Krümmede 3, 44 791 Bochum
Ihsan ERSOY, JVA TEGEL, Seidelstr. 39, 13507 Berlin
M. Ali URLUDAI, JVA Geldern, Postfach 5000, 47600 Geldern
Serafettin GÜL, JVA Werl, Langenwiedenweg 46, 59457 WERL
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Colorado control unit prison (CSP) Sullivan, Indiana Jefferson County Detention Center, Colorado 

Youngstown Supermax, Ohio Pelican Bay Special Housing Unit (SHU) Ionia, Michigan New Jersey State Prison MCU, Trenton, New Jersey

American
State

prison isolation cells

Swedish
State

Air 
France

SNCFLufthansaSabena

 Firms assisting with expulsions

Alternative Monitoring Services 
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Bauer

grand orient 
de france

Masonic lodge: l'Infini 
maçonnique 

Alain Bauer and Xavier Raufer are the Trojan 
horses in France of the police and penal 
theories that the United States is attempting to 
impose as international norms. In fact, the 
publisher and collaborator of Alain Bauer, 
Xavier Raufer (whose real name is Christian de 
Bongain, former neo-fascist militant in the 
Occident group, and member of the far right 
organization Ordre Nouveau), is himself known 
for his proximity to the American secret 
services. He was recruted by Georges Albertini 
in the 1970's to act as a liaison between 
Taiwanese authorities and French industrialists. 
Later, in the 1980's, he was a member of the 
National Strategy Information Center in 
Washington, a private think tank created by ex-
CIA director William Casey, and presided by 
Roy Godson. 

Xavier
Raufer

AB Associates In1994 Alain 
Bauer founded AB Associates, a 
company specializing in 
consulting for urban security." 
Clients: Strasbourg, Vitrolles, 
Tourcoing, etc.
S o u r c e  :  
http://www.amnistia.net/news/art
icles/insecur/insecur.htm#haut


